Color – Our Passion for Over

Metallics

30 Years!

Throughout the years we
came across many projects
that required special
attention. Not all concrete
is created equal (nor is
brick for that matter). And
for this exact reason we
manufacture different
types of stain. Nawkaw’s
product lines range from
acrylic stains to mineral
silicate stains and are
well suited for particular
surfaces and applications.
Nawkaw’s innovations in
staining technologies and
finishing techniques have
turned the page on the
aesthetics of concrete.
Our Certified Stain
Applicators will consult
with you and provide
creative solutions for any
project of any size.

Architectural Finishes
The photos below, featuring our “Aged Copper”-Finish, illustrate
how color helps to define the shape and depth of the building’s
structure. Without the color, the building appears very flat and onedimensional. The color improves the overall look of the building
dramatically by accentuating the concrete’s dimensions and depth.
The possibilities are endless! Interested in more information about
architectural finishes or color for concrete and masonry Nawkaw has
to offer? Call us today or visit www.nawkaw.com!
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NAWKAW
The solution for creating
captivating buildings.
Our products and
services add value and
a spectacular look to
your precast or tilt-up
buildings.
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Color Equalization
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Restoration
Corrective Application
Color Equalization Services
New Construction (On-Site,
In-Situ, Precast, Tilt-Up)
Color Matching/Blending
Recoloring
Creative Application
Adaptive Reuse
Commercial Projects
Government Projects
Institutional Projects
Highway Projects

Custom

Commercial Services
Beautiful, natural looking color for brick,
block, concrete, mortar, stucco and stone.
380 Commerce Blvd. • Athens, GA 30606 • www.nawkaw.com • 1-866-4-NAWKAW

Nawkaw works with
the world’s leading
architects, designers
and contractors to
transform properties
into attractive, eyecatching buildings
through the power of
color and innovative
staining technologies.
We manufacture a
product line of specialty
stains that have been
optimized for different
surfaces and needs over
the past 3 decades.
At Nawkaw we have
pioneered techniques
that allow us to execute
and control the staining
process to guarantee a
natural, appealing and
consistent appearance.

Detail

Color makes the difference…
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When it comes to first impressions your building’s color is what catches
the eye first. Our experienced and well-trained Certified Stain Applicators are professionals that are able to achieve just any color and create
any look you have in mind. Components can be stained at a precast
facility, on a tilt-up job-site, or while our Certified Stain Applicators are
being suspended from a swing stage fifty stories up in the air. Their
performance and results are always superb!
Color for National Brands
Nawkaw helps national brands establish and maintain color consistency. We store colors in a digital
library so they can be quickly retrieved for use at
any location across the country and around the
world.
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Paint vs. Stain
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t Notice how the stain
dramatically enhances the
highlights, mid-tones, and
shadows created by the
wood textured concrete. The
semi-translucent color allows
the texture to show through
rather than being covered up.
NawTone® stains are uniquely
formulated for masonry and
concrete. Unlike paint, which
rests on top of the surface,
our products penetrate
and bond to masonry
and concrete, forming an
incredibly durable finish that
won’t chip, blister, or peel.
q When paint traps moisture
beneath the surface, it can
lead to unsightly peeling
and require multiple
reapplications. This is what we
call “Paintenance”. NawTone®
stains are a one-and-done
finish. Our stains are custom
blended, allowing for infinite
color control on every project.
Paintenance

